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OPINION LETTER NO. 216
Via U.S.P.S. and email
James Rupert
Town of Bolton
222 Bolton Center Road
Bolton, CT 06043
Re:

Whether adding a second story expands or intensifies a non-conforming use and whether the
zoning regulations regarding minimum front yard setback requirements apply to a private
road.

Dear Jim:
You requested our opinion in reference to the owner of 9 Orchard Lane’s application for a
zoning permit to reconstruct a non-conforming house which had been destroyed by a fire. The house
had violated the front yard setback requirements and the owner has proposed adding a second story
on the prior non-conforming foundation. In addition, the owner’s attorney has argued that the
reconstruction is not nonconforming because Orchard Lane is a private road and the town’s
regulations regarding front yard setback requirements do not apply as they reference roads accepted
and maintained by the Town.
ANALYSIS:
In answering your inquiry, we have reviewed the Connecticut General Statutes, case law,
Bolton’s Zoning Regulations and Land Use Law and Practice, 4th Edition, Robert A. Fuller.
As a general matter, “[z]oning regulations ... seek the elimination of nonconforming uses, not their
creation or enlargement.... [T]he accepted policy of zoning ... is to prevent the extension of
nonconforming uses ... and that it is the indisputable goal of zoning to reduce nonconforming to
conforming uses with all the speed justice will tolerate.... Nevertheless, the rule concerning the
continuance of a nonconforming use protects the right of a user to continue the same use of the
property as it existed before the date of the adoption of the zoning regulations.” (Citation omitted)
Woodbury Donuts, LLC v. Zoning Board of Appeals, 139 Conn.App. 748, 760–61, 57 A.3d 810
(2012). The rule is that “a nonconforming structure cannot be increased in size in violation of zoning
ordinances....” Bauer v. Waste Management of Connecticut, Inc., 234 Conn. 221, 243, 662 A.2d
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1179 (1995). Regarding whether adding a second story increases a non-conforming use, the courts
look to the terms of the particular zoning regulations.
Generally, an addition to the building not within the setback areas is not an extension
of a nonconforming use and does not require a variance. Under most other
ordinances, an addition to the building which does not extend the perimeter in a
horizontal direction is not an extension requiring a variance. Other ordinances define
an extension of a nonconforming building in such a way as to encompass any
construction in the setback areas, even if the perimeter of the building is not
extended, which would include enclosing a porch or adding a second story over an
existing first floor within the setback area.
9 Conn. Prac. Land Use Law and Practice, §4.35 (4th ed.)
Because the courts look at the particular zoning regulations involved in each case, there have
been decisions going both ways as to whether adding a second story is an expansion of the nonconforming use. In general, where the courts have found the intent to limit and prevent the
expansion of non-conformities, the addition of a second story has been found to be an expansion of
the non-conforming use.
In Munroe v. Zoning Board of Appeals, 75 Conn. App. 796, 818 A.2d 72 (2003), a case on
point with the facts in the matter at hand, an applicant sought to add a second story to an existing
nonconforming garage. The garage was nonconforming because the footprint violated the setback
requirements and the applicant sought to increase the floor area available for use without changing
the footprint of the garage. The Appellate Court noted that the relevant question was whether the
addition of a second story to the garage, which did not enlarge the existing ground level footprint,
would be an extension, enlargement, reconstruction or structural alteration that increases the
nonconformity. The Appellate Court stated:
In interpreting the zoning regulations at issue in this case, we read the regulations as
a cohesive whole. Section five of the zoning regulations is entitled “Nonconformity.”
Section 5.1 provides: “Intent: It is the intent of these Regulations that nonconformities
are not to be expanded, that they should be changed to conformity as quickly as the
fair interest of the owners permit and that the existence of any existing nonconformity
shall not of itself be considered grounds for the approval of a variance for any other
property.” Section 5.1 requires us to read § 5.7 narrowly because the town's intent, as
expressed in § 5.1, is to eliminate nonconformity as quickly as possible. Section 5.7,
itself, provides in relevant part: “No nonconforming building or structure shall be
enlarged, extended, reconstructed or structurally altered, if the result would be an
increase in nonconformity.” A nonconforming building or structure, as provided in §
5.2, is one that existed lawfully on the date the zoning regulations became effective
and that fails to conform to one or more of the zoning regulations.
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Id., at 804-805. The court concluded that: “A structure alteration exists if a building would be
changed into a different structure ... We conclude that the addition of a second story is a structural
alteration because the addition would convert the garage into a substantially different building.”
(Citation omitted.). Id., at 807. With regard to the vertical expansion, the Appellate Court stated “A
vertical extension of a building by adding a second story can change and affect the amount of air or
light between buildings and may detract from the aesthetic value of a neighborhood. The addition of a
second story is not a negligible or cosmetic change from the original nature of the nonconformity. The
bulk of the building has been increased in quantity and dimension, thereby intensifying the
nonconformity. The second story provides a significant additional amount of enclosed space within
the confines of the nonconforming footprint, causing a substantial increase in the nonconformity.” Id.,
at 810-811. The Appellate Court ruled that the zoning enforcement officer should not have issued a
certificate allowing the vertical expansion without a variance.
In addition, in Moon v. Zoning Board of Appeals, 291 Conn. 16, 18, 966 A.2d 722 (2009) the
applicants sought to add additional living space to the second story of nonconforming building.
Section 12.6 of the town zoning regulations provided in relevant part: “No building which does not
conform to the requirements of [the town zoning] regulations regarding ... required yards ... shall be
enlarged unless such enlarged portion conforms to the regulations applying to the district in which it is
located.” The trial court found that §12.6 prohibited property owners from vertically expanding a
nonconforming building's existing footprint if the expanded portion lies above a section of the existing
building that does not conform with front yard setback requirements. The plaintiffs claimed that §12.6
permitted them to expand vertically any portion of their existing building so long as the expanded
portion of the building remains within the existing nonconforming footprint. However, the Connecticut
Supreme Court concluded, “that the plain language of §12.6 of the town zoning regulations clearly
and unambiguously conveyed a legislative intent to restrict the enlargement of nonconforming
buildings, unless the proposed enlarged subsection of the building, standing alone and without
respect to the characteristics of the existing building, conformed to the zoning regulations.” Id., at 20.
The Connecticut Supreme Court further stated in the Moon case:
In this case, the plaintiffs seek to expand their residence by adding a second story
atop certain sections of the existing nonconforming footprint. The new sections of the
nonconforming building, i.e., enlarged portions, would rest within forty feet of the front
lot line. Because § 3.6(f) of the town zoning regulations requires a front yard of at
least forty feet within the RU–2 zoning district, the proposed enlarged portion of the
plaintiffs' residence would not conform to the zoning regulations. Accordingly, the trial
court properly determined that the plaintiffs would require a variance from the board in
order to proceed with their proposed renovation.
Id., at 23.
Bolton’s zoning regulations at Section 3A3 provide, “It is the specific intent of these
Regulations that all uses, lots, buildings or structures of any kind which are non-conforming to these
Regulations shall be diminished and permanently discontinued over time.” Section 3A3a further
provides in pertinent part, “If any non-conforming building or structure is destroyed by fire or other
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cause, it may be rebuilt with no greater non-conformity than at the time of destruction…” Further
Section 3A3c states that, “No non-conformity of any kind shall be expanded or intensified, except as
follows: 1. A single family dwelling within a business or industrial zone…2. The Zoning Enforcement
Officer may issue a Zoning Permit in connection with the change in use from one permitted
commercial or industrial use to another such permitted use…”
Bolton’s zoning regulations as a whole indicate the intent to eliminate non-conformity and to
prevent the expansion or intensification of non-conformities except in very limited factual
circumstances which do not apply to this case. Adding a second story would be a greater nonconformity than existed at the time of destruction of the original house and it would expand and
intensify a non-conforming use. Based on the foregoing, the application for a zoning permit can be
denied on that basis.
As to the second issue, whether the zoning regulations regarding minimum front yard setback
requirements apply in this case to a private road, the courts look to the specific facts of the case in
conjunction with the terms of the particular zoning regulations at issue.
Zoning regulations universally contain front setback requirements, designed primarily
to keep buildings and structures at significant distance from streets for safety reasons.
Most regulations contain rear yard and side yard setbacks in addition to front yard
requirements, all of which are authorized by the enabling statute.
9 Conn. Prac. Land Use Law and Practice, §4.35 (4th ed.)
In this matter, the owner’s attorney has argued that the reconstruction is not nonconforming
because Orchard Lane is a private road and the town’s regulations regarding front yard setback
requirements do not apply as they reference roads accepted and maintained by the Town.
However, the Town of Bolton’s zoning regulations contain much broader definitions for
setback and building line in Section 2 which provides:
“Setback” - “the distance between a structure and the property line, street line or other clearly
denoted reference point.”
“Building Line”- “An imaginary line which runs parallel to the property line at a distance equal to or
greater than the minimum yard dimension for the required yard along that property line, delineating
an area between the property line and the building line where no structures shall be located except
as otherwise allowed by these regulations. The building line may also be called the set back line.”
Further, Section 11 of the Zoning Regulations provides that the Minimum Front Yard dimensional
requirement is 35 feet in a Residential Zone.
Relying on the foregoing, the town can readily conclude that the proposed reconstruction is
non-conforming. Pursuant to the above definitions, the setback is defined as “the distance between a
structure and the property line, street line or other clearly denoted reference point.” It is not solely to
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the street line – it is more inclusive. It can include the property line of the owner’s lot or the private
road as a “clearly denoted reference point.” Further, the building line which may be called the setback line must be equal to or greater than the minimum yard dimension for the required yard – in this
case the front yard. The minimum front yard setback is 35 feet in a Residential Zone. The survey
provided by the owner’s attorney indicates that the proposed reconstruction on the foundation is
within approximately 32 feet of Orchard Lane, which is the “property line” of the owner’s lot and a
clearly denoted reference point. In addition, the survey indicated the enclosed porch would violate
the setback line by an additional 8 feet. It is clear from the express terms defining setback and
building line, that the reconstruction is non-conforming because it does not meet the 35 foot front
yard setback requirement.
If you require anything further in connection with this, please so advise.
Sincerely,
Beth N. Mercier
Beth N. Mercier
Richard L. Barger
Richard L. Barger
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